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Shape from Stereo

Problem
Infer 3D structure of a scene from two images taken from 
different viewpoints

Two Primary Sub-problems in Stereo Vision
Correspondence problem
Recover Stereo geometry and 3D reconstruction 

Lectures on Stereo Vision
Simple Stereo Configuration
Stereo Geometry – Epipolar Geometry 
Correspondence Problem – Two classes of approaches
8-point Algorithm to Solve Epipolar Geometry
3D Reconstruction Problems

Shape from Stereo
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Simple Stereo Configuration

• Optical axes are parallel, separated by baseline, b.

• Line connecting lens centers is perpendicular to the optical axis, 
and x-axis is parallel to that line.

• 3D coordinate system is a Cyclopean system centered between 
the cameras.

X

b

x-axis on image plane

Simple Stereo Configuration

• (X,Y,Z) are the coordinates of P in the Cyclopean coordinate 
system.   Note: textbook has a slightly different formulation.

• The coordinates of P in the left camera coordinate system are 
(XL,YL,ZL)=(X-b/2,Y,Z).

• The coordinates of P in the right camera coordinate system 
are (XR,YR,ZR)=( X+b/2,Y,Z).

• So, the x image coordinates of the projection of P are xL= (X-
b/2)f/Z, xR = (X+b/2)f/Z.

• Subtracting xL from xR and solving for Z:

Z =bf /(xR - xL)

• This lateral displacement (xR - xL) is called the horizontal
binocular disparity, d.
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Simple Stereo Configuration

• Distance Z =bf /d  is inversely proportional to disparity

• Disparity is proportional to b
– The larger b, the further we can 

accurately range

– but as b increases, the images 
decrease in common field of view.

Z2

Two  viewpoints

Z2>Z1

Z1

Z1

Ol Or

Relative error in Z

O”r

Z1 becomes 
smaller for O”r

• Definition: A scene point, P, visible in both cameras gives rise 
to a pair of image points called a corresponding pair.

• The corresponding point of a point in the left (right) image must 
lie on the same image row (line) in the right (left) image (for this 
simple case).

• This line is called an epipolar line (for that point). For our simple 
geometry, all epipolar lines are parallel to the x-axis.

LEFT CAMERA

Left image: Right image:

RIGHT CAMERA

disparity

Depth Z

baseline
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A more practical stereo 
imaging model

• Difficult, in practice, to 

– have the optical axes parallel

– have the baseline perpendicular to the 
optical axes.

• We might want to tilt the camera towards 
one another to have more overlap in the 
images

• Required to solve calibration problem –
finding the transformation between the 
two cameras.

– It is a rigid body motion and can be 
decomposed into a rotation R and a 
translation T.

FOV

Left right



Fixation point

R, T

General stereo imaging (Epipolar Geometry)

NB: OL and OR (the red spots) are above the image planes.
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FACTS

• Point P lies somewhere on the ray (line) L from pL through OL

– but from the left image alone, we do not know where on this ray P lies 

General stereo imaging

• Since the perspective projection of a line is a line, the perspective 
projection of L in the right image is a line 

– the ``first'' point on L that might correspond to P is OL

• any point closer to the left image than OL would be between the lens and 
the image plane, and could not be seen 

• the perspective projection of OL in the right camera is the point oL
R . 

– the ``last'' point on L that might correspond to P is the point 
``infinitely'' far away along the ray L

• but its image is the vanishing point of the ray L in the right camera, dR

• any other possible location for P will project to a point in R on the 
line joining oL

R to dR. 

First general conclusion 

• Given any point, pL , in the left image of a stereo pair, its 
corresponding point must appear on a line in the right image 

• Furthermore, all of the epipolar lines for all of the points in the left 
image must pass through a common point in the right image 

» this point is image of the left lens center in the right image 

» this point lies on the line of sight for every point in the left image 

» therefore, the epipolar lines must all contain (i.e., pass through) the image 
of this point 

» This point is called an epipole. 

• Finally, the epipolar line for pL must also pass through the vanishing 
point in the right image for the line of sight through pL

• If we know, based on pL 's coordinates, the coordinates in the right 
image of two points on its epipolar line, we know its epipolar line.

General stereo imaging
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• Remember that any three noncollinear points define a plane, and 

Next FACT

• The points OL , pL , and oR
L (epipole in the left image) are three non-

collinear points, so they form a plane, , known as the epipolar plane.

-- the line L lies on this plane, since two points on the line lie on the plane 

• Let p'L be some other point on the line joining pL and oR
L . 

-- the line of sight through p'L to P' lies on  since p'L lies on the line pL -oR
L

which lies on the plane, and OL also lies on the plane. 

• The intersection of this plane with the right image plane is the 
epipolar line of pL

-- and this would be the image of any line on this plane 

• Thus, the epipolar line for p'L must be the same line as the epipolar 
line for pL, or for any other point on the line containing pL and oR

L . 

• These conjugate epipolar lines pL oR
L and pR oL

R are the intersection 
of the epipolar plane  with the left and right image planes 
respectively.

Second general conclusion

• Given any point, pL , in the left image. Consider  
-- the line joining pL and the image of the right camera center in the 

left image (the epipole in the left image), and

-- the epipolar line of pL in the right camera.

• Given any point on either of these two lines, its 
corresponding pair must lie on the other line 

• These lines are the intersection of the epipolar plane 
with the left and right image planes respectively. 

• Question: is the epipolar plane different for each point?

General stereo imaging

demo
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• The epipole: is the point of intersection of the line joining the optical 
centres---the baseline---with the image plane. The epipole is the 
image in one camera of the optical centre of the other camera. 

Summary: General stereo imaging

• The epipolar plane: is the plane defined by a 3D point and the 
optical centres. Or, equivalently, by an image point and the optical 
centres. 

• The epipolar line: is the straight line of intersection of the epipolar 
plane with the image plane. It is the image in one camera of a ray 
through the optical centre and image point in the other camera. All 
epipolar lines intersect at the epipole. 

Summary: General stereo imaging
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• Given a point,p, in the left image, find its corresponding point 
in the right image

-- called the stereo correspondence or stereo matching problem 

Stereo correspondence problem

• Broadly classified into two types of approach

1. Intensity based approaches: Image intensity used directly for correlation.

2. Feature based approaches: Edge, corners (or any other salient points), 
regions, etc used (typically 200-300 per image) .

?

• For Each point (xl, yl) in the left image, define a window centered at the point

Correlation Approach

(xl, yl)
LEFT IMAGE
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• … search its corresponding point within a search reghon  in the right 
image

Correlation Approach
(xl, yl)

RIGHT IMAGE

• … the disparity (dx, dy) is the displacement when the correlation is 
maximum

Correlation Approach
(xl, yl)dx(xr, yr)

RIGHT IMAGE
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Correlation Approach

• Elements to be matched
– Image window of fixed size centered at each pixel in the 

left image

• Similarity criterion 
– A measure of similarity between windows in the two 

images

– The corresponding element is given by window that 
maximizes the similarity criterion within a search region

• Search regions
– Theoretically, search region can be reduced to a 1-D 

segment, along the epipolar line, and within the 
disparity range.

– In practice, search a slightly larger region due to errors 
in calibration

Correlation Approach

• Equations

• disparity

• Similarity criterion 

– Cross-Correlation 

• Usually use Normalize Cross-correlation (NCC)

– Sum of Square Difference (SSD) 

– Sum of Absolute Difference(SAD)
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Correlation Approach

• PROS

– Easy to implement

– Produces dense disparity map

– Maybe slow

• CONS

– Needs textured images to work well 

– Inadequate for matching image pairs from very 
different viewpoints due to illumination changes

– Window may cover points with quite different 
disparities

– Inaccurate disparities on the occluding boundaries

Feature-based Approach

• Features

– Edge points

– Lines (length, orientation, average contrast)

– Corners (Y-junction, L-junction, A-junction etc)

• Matching algorithm

– Extract features in the stereo pair

– Define similarity measure

– Search correspondences using similarity measure and 
the epipolar geometry
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Feature-based Approach

• For each feature in the left image…

LEFT IMAGE

corner line

structure

Feature-based Approach

• Search in the right image… the disparity (dx, dy) is the 
displacement when the similarity measure is maximum

RIGHT IMAGE

corner line

structure
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Feature-based Approach

• PROS

– Relatively insensitive to illumination changes

– Good for man-made scenes with strong lines but weak 
texture or textureless surfaces

– Work well on the occluding boundaries (edges)

– Could be faster than the correlation approach

• CONS

– Only sparse depth map

– Feature extraction may be tricky 

• Lines (Edges) might be partially extracted in one image

• How to measure the similarity between two lines?

• What constraints simplify this problem? 

-- Epipolar constraint need only search for the corresponding 
point on the epipolar line 

Constraints for Stereo correspondence

p
l

p
r

P

Ol Or
el er

Pl Pr

Epipolar Plane

Epipolar Lines

Epipoles
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• Continuity or ordering constraint if we are looking at a 
continuous surface, images of points along a given 
epipolar line will be ordered the same way 

Constraints for Stereo correspondence

Choose any point N in the 
cross-hatched zone.

Order along epipolar lines: 
(m1,n1) is L to R, & (m2,n2) R 
to L: reverse ordering.

Cross-hatched zone is the 
forbidden zone attached to M 
(if M and N are on same opaque 
object of nonzero thickness)

M and N cannot be seen 
simultaneously by retinas 1 and 2.

In practice, difficult to eliminate whole 
cross-hatched zone.

Constraints for Stereo correspondence

M and N belong to different objects. 
Ordering constraint does not apply.

more reasonable to force only 
neighbors of M within a small 
neighborhood to belong to non-
forbidden zone.
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• Disparity gradient constraint disparity changes 
slowly over most of the image. 

-- Exceptions occur at and near occluding boundaries 
where we have either discontinuities in disparity or 
large disparity gradients as the surface recedes away 
from sight.

• Psychophysics experiments showed that human 
perception imposes similar constraint.

Constraints for Stereo correspondence

• Foreshortening (perspective) effects

– A square match window in one image will be distorted in 
the other if disparity is not constant complicates 
correlation

Why is the correspondence problem hard?

• How to handle this problem?

-- Match images at low resolutions 

-- use these estimates as initial conditions for matching 
edges at next finest scale
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• Occlusion

– Even for a smooth surface, there might be points visible in one 
image and not the other 

• depends on rate of change of depth

• separation of optical centres

Why is the correspondence problem hard?

-- Consider aerial photo pair of urban area vertical walls of buildings 
might be visible in one image and not the other 

• scene with depth discontinuities (lurking objects) violate continuity 
constraint and introduces occlusion 

• Variations in intensity between images due to 

-- uncorrelated noise effects

-- specularities 

Results with window 
correlation

Window-based matching
(best window size)

Ground truth
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Results with better method

Graph cut method
Boykov et al., "Fast Approximate Energy Minimization 

via Graph Cuts'', PAMI 23(11) p1222-1239, 2001. 

Ground truth

What are the secrets behind success?

Stereo Matching as Energy Minimization

cost for assigning labels smoothness term

find labeling                                 that minimizes

we assign the label      to pixel p when p 
of image I corresponds to p +      in I‘

Many early vision problems can also be cast in this form. 

fp can be a scalar or 
vector, or even a 
semantic label (fg,bg)
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Stereo Matching as Energy Minimization

Other models:
Truncated L1
Truncated L2

• data cost – gives penalty for different intensities

• smoothness term – gives penalty for discontinuities (Potts model)

•As opposed to L2, all the V above are discontinuities preserving.
•Minimizing E(f) amounts to the MAP estimate of a MRF

 is the indicator function

Problems as a Markov Random Field

MRF defining property: 

Hammersley-Clifford 
Theorem:

• neighborhood relationships (n-links)

• image pixels (vertices)

- disparity at pixel p

- configuration

The probability of a MRF configuration can always be expressed in the above form.
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MAP estimation of MRF configuration 
Observed data

Likelihood
function

(sensor noise)

Prior 
(MRF model)

Bayes rule

This is the Dp(fp) term earlier

Energy minimization

Find          that minimizes the Posterior Energy Function :

Data term

(sensor noise)

Smoothness term

(MRF prior)
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Energy Minimization for MRF via Graph Cuts

• MRF Formulation in general suffers from multiple local 
minima

• Combinatorial optimization: minimize cost
pS Dp(fp) + (p,q)N V(fp,fq) over discrete space of 
possible labelings f
– Exponential search space O(kn)
– Case of two terminals: max-flow algorithm (Ford, Fulkerson

1964) which is polynomial time (almost linear in practice).
– NP-complete if the number of labels > 2 (Dahlhaus et al., 1992)
– Approximate practical solution [Boykov PAMI01] (within a 

known factor of the global minimum)

Case of 2 terminals: Maximum flow problem

• Max flow problem:
– Each edge is a “pipe”
– Find the largest flow F of 

“water” that can be sent 
from the “source” to the 
“sink” along the pipes

– Edge weights give the 
pipe’s capacity

“source”

A graph with two terminals

S T

“sink”

a flow F

all paths from S to T have at 
least one saturated edge
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Maximum flow = Minimum cut

• Min cut problem:
– Find the cheapest way to 

cut the edges so that the 
“source” is completely 
separated from the “sink”

– Edge weights now 
represent cutting “costs”

a cut C

“source”

A graph with two terminals

S T

“sink”

Ford & Fulkerson gave first 
polynomial time algorithm 
for globally optimal solution

Graph Cut Algorithm by Boykov01

More than 2 terminals
 Find lowest cost edges separating them all

Important notions:
 Convex vs. 

metric vs semi-metric

 α-β-swap move

 α-expansion move

If V satisfies all 3 conditions, it is 
called a metric; if V satisfies only (1) 
and (2), it is called a semi-metric.

Note that both semi-metrics and metrics include important cases of 
discontinuity preserving penalties. E.g. Truncated L2 is semi metric; while  
truncated L1 is metric (Both piecewise smooth). Potts is metric (piecewise 
constant model).
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Graph Construction for Multi-terminals

p-vertices
(pixels)

Cost of n-link

Cost of t-link

Terminals (possible disparity labels) Since V{p,q} = V{q,p}, 
there is a 2.

Kp to make weight positive

Multiway cut

vertices V =  pixels  +  terminals
edges       E =  n-links +  t-links

• A multiway cut  C yields some disparity configuration

Remove a subset of edges C

• C is a multiway cut if terminals are separated in G(C)

Graph  G = <V,E> Graph  G(C) = <V, E-C >
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Starting point

Green-yellow swap move

Red expansion move

2 Techniques: swap and expansion

α-Expansion move algorithm

– 1. Start with an arbitrary labeling
– 2. For each label  in some order

• 2.1 Find the lowest E labeling within a single -expansion
• 2.2 Go there if this has lower E than the current labeling

– 3. If E did not decrease in an entire cycle in step 
2, we’re done. Otherwise, go to step 2

Use min-cut to 
efficiently solve this 
two label problem

Red 
expansion 

move from f

Input labeling f
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α-β Swap move algorithm

Initialize at arbitrary multiway cut  C

1. Choose a pair of terminals

2. Consider connected pixels

α-β Swap move algorithm

Initialize at arbitrary multiway cut  C

1. Choose a pair of terminals

2. Consider connected pixels

3. Reallocate pixels between 
two terminals by running 
max-flow algorithm
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α-β Swap move algorithm

Initialize at arbitrary multiway cut  C

1. Choose a pair of terminals

2. Consider connected pixels

3. Reallocate pixels between 
two terminals by running 
max-flow algorithm

4. New multiway cut C’ is obtained

Iterate every label pair (,) until no pair of 
terminals improves the cost of the cut

α-β Swap move algorithm

– 1. Start with an arbitrary labeling
– 2. Cycle through every label pair (,) in some 

order
• 2.1 Find the lowest E labeling within a single ,-swap
• 2.2 Go there if this has lower E than the current labeling

– 3. If E did not decrease in the cycle in step 2, 
we’re done. Otherwise, go to step 2
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What do graph cuts provide?

 For many choices of V, algorithms that find a strong 
local minimum 

 The α expansion move algorithm works in case of 
metric V. Any local minimum generated by the α 
expansion moves algorithm is within a known factor 
of the global optimum. 

 The α-β swap move algorithm can be applied to a 
wider class of semi-metric V ’s but, unfortunately, it 
does not have any (similar) guaranteed optimality 
properties. 

 For Potts, the α expansion algorithm gives a solution 
that is within a factor of 2 of the global minimum.

 Very strong experimental results

Selecting Clique potential V

 In this SRI stereo pair, the ground is a slanted surface, and 
therefore a piecewise constant model (Potts model) does not 
work as well. For this image pair, we choose the piecewise 
smooth Vp,q(fp, fq) = 15·min(3, |fp − fq |) (it is metric, and -
expansion still applies)

 This scene is well textured, so static cues are not used (see 
Section 8.1 of the assigned paper, Boykov PAMI01 for the 
use of static cues).
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Graph-Representable Energy Function

 The original Graph Cut paper showed how to 
solve the key subproblem with graph cuts as 
long as the data term is nonnegative and V is a 
metric. 
 This involved an elaborate graph construction and 

several associated theorems.

 With the regularity theorem in [Kolmogorov and 
Zabih PAMI 2004], this completely characterizes 
the energy functions E that can be efficiently 
minimized with graph cuts
 Provides general purpose construction for regular E

Regularity

 All functions E of 1 binary variable are defined 
to be regular.

 A function E of 2 binary variables is regular if

 A function E of more than 2 binary variables is 
regular if all its projections are regular

 A graph-representable function of binary 
variables must be regular

 E is regular if data term >=0 and V is a metric. 
Suppose we have a function E of n binary 
variables. If we fix m of these variables, then we 
get a new function E0 of n-m binary variables; 
we will call this function a projection of E.
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Other MRF Optimization Methods

• Max-product loopy belief propagation (BP)
• Max-product tree-reweighted message passing (TRW)

• See Middlebury stereo site: www.middlebury.edu/stereo/ for various techniques

• Read “A Comparative Study of Energy Minimization Methods for Markov 
Random Fields with Smoothness-Based Priors”. Szeliski et al. PAMI2008:

– Investigate three promising recent methods—graph cuts, Loopy BP, and tree-
reweighted message passing. Study the trade-offs among different energy 
minimization algorithms. Benchmark problems are drawn from published energy 
functions used for stereo, image stitching, interactive segmentation, and denoising. 
Provide a general-purpose software interface that allows vision researchers to easily 
switch between optimization methods.

• Further Extensions by Kolmogorov, Zabih etc.: 
– Conditions for multi-valued variables: the expansion-move algorithm can be used if for all labels,

and the swap-move algorithm can be used if for all labels 

– If the energy does not obey these constraints, graph-cut algorithms can still be applied by “truncating” 
the violating terms [C. Rother, S. Kumar, V. Kolmogorov, and A. Blake,CVPR2005]. In this case, 
however, we are no longer guaranteed to find the optimal labeling with respect to expansion or swap 
moves. In practice, this technique seems to work well only when relatively few terms need to be 
truncated. For further extension, see [Kolmogorov and  Zabih, Minimizing non-submodular functions 
with graph cuts – a review, PAMI 07]

• Approximate Labeling via Graph Cuts. Based on Linear Programming. Nikos Komodakis, 
Georgios Tziritas. PAMI 07

– Use tools from the duality theory of linear programming in order to provide an alternative and more 
general view of state-of-the-art techniques like the α-expansion algorithm, which is included merely 
as a special case. Moreover, contrary to α-expansion, the derived algorithms generate solutions with 
guaranteed optimality properties for a much wider class of problems, for example, even for MRFs 
with nonmetric potentials.

• Global Stereo Reconstruction under Second Order Smoothness Priors, O. J. Woodford, P. H. 
S. Torr, I. D. Reid, A. W. Fitzgibbon. CVPR 2008. 

– (Second-order priors on the smoothness of 3D surfaces are a better model of typical scenes than first-
order priors. However, stereo reconstruction using graph-cuts has not been able to incorporate second-
order priors because the triple cliques needed to express them yield intractable (non-submodular) 
optimization problems.)

• Feature Correspondence via Graph Matching: Models and Global Optimization. Torresani, L., 
Kolmogorov, V., Rother, C., ECCV 2008.

– Compute sparse feature correspondence (as opposed to dense disparity) for non rigid mapping. 
Geometric coherence term computes the geometric agreement between neighboring correspondences 
(p′, p′′),(q′, q′′) by evaluating how well the segment p′q′ matches the segment p′′q′′ in terms of both 
length and direction. 
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Concluding remarks to Stereo matching

• Modern energy minimization methods are much better; they come close to 
computing the global minimum.

• [Boykov PAMI 2001] compared the energy produced by graph cuts with 
simulated annealing and obtained a large improvement.

• However,Meltzer et al. [ICCV 2005] point out that the global minimum is 
no more accurate (in terms of obtaining the true disparities) than the results 
achieved with graph cuts or LBP in stereo matching. 

– at best, graph cuts produces an energy that is 0.018 percent over the global 
minimum, whereas at worst, the energy is 3.6 percent larger; at best, LBP gives 
an energy that is 3.4 percent higher, and at worst, 30 percent.

• In the Middlebury stereo benchmarks, the ground truth has substantially 
higher energy compared to those returned by competitive methods, 
indicating the limitations of the simple MRF stereo model used. 

– better minimization techniques are unlikely to produce significantly more 
accurate labelings.

• It would be interesting to investigate different grid topologies (such as the 
8-connected topology for 2D or 26-connected topology for 3D), as well as 
nonlocal topologies [Kolmogorov and Rother ECCV2006].

2nd stage: Stereo Algorithm to recover Z

• Need to recover R & T first.

• Let PL = (XL,YL,ZL)T be the position of P in the left system.

• Let PR = (XR,YR,ZR)T be the position of P in the right system.

• Then PR = R ( PL - T)  or PL = (RT PR + T)  where R is a 3x3 
orthogonal matrix (RRT=I) representing the rotation and T is 
the translation vector OR - OL.

• This represents a set of 3 linear equations in 12 unknowns, so 
a set of 4 non-coplanar pairs of known 3-D points is sufficient, 
in general to solve for the transformation.

– In fact, orthogonality of R means only 3 points are 
required (if we use the fact that the 3rd row of R can 
be obtained by r3=r1 x r2).
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2nd stage: Stereo Algorithm to recover Z

• Generally, we only have the corresponding pairs, not the 3-D 
coordinates of the scene points.

• For a given corresponding pair, we have:

r11 xR + r21 yR + r31 f + t1 f / ZR = xL ZL / ZR

r12 xR + r22 yR + r32 f + t2 f / ZR = yL ZL / ZR

r13 xR + r23 yR + r33 f + t3 f / ZR = f ZL / ZR

• This is 3 equations in 14 unknowns

• Each additional corresponding pair adds 3 equations, but also 
adds two unknowns (the Z coordinates)

• For n points, we have 3n equations and 12+2n unknowns. So 
we need at least 12 points to solve the equations.

• Later, we use a different formulation to obtain a 8-point algo.

Scale Ambiguity in Z

• Note that in the equations
r11 xR + r21 yR + r31 f + t1 f / ZR = xL ZL / ZR

r12 xR + r22 yR + r32 f + t2 f / ZR = yL ZL / ZR

r13 xR + r23 yR + r33 f + t3 f / ZR = f ZL / ZR

the unknowns ti and ZLj, ZRj appear only in ratios.

• So if T, ZLj, ZRj is a solution, then so is kT, kZLj, kZRj
for any k not equal to 0

• This means that absolute range cannot be 
determined – you will see this again in motion.

• Must have one more constraint to get a unique 
solution (e.g. T.T=1)
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• Toward a better algorithm by factoring out Z

• Consider equation of the epipolar plane

– Co-planarity condition of vectors Pl, T and Pl-T

Stereo Algorithm

P

Pl Pr

pl
pr

er
el

Pr = R (Pl - T)

Stereo Algorithm

In the textbook, J(T) is called S. 
Any cross product between 2 
vectors can be written in this form. 

Pr = R (Pl - T)

This line basically says that the triple 
product of 3 coplanar vectors are zero.

Multiply by frfl / (ZrZl), we can now relate pts in image plane:

pl = [xl, yl, fl ]T is the projection of Pl in 
the left image plane, expressed in the left 

camera reference frame, i.e., pl = fl Pl /Zl.

E=RJ(T) known as
Essential Matrix.

T
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Stereo Algorithm

- Bringing in pixel coordinates:

- The matrix F is called the Fundamental matrix.

- Both E and F have rank 2 because 

- E = R J(T) and J(T) has rank 2, and 

- E has only 5 d.o.f.; this translates into further constraints 
compared to F: E=U diag(, , 0) VT.

- The matrix F maps points in the left image onto the                        
corresponding epipolar line in the right image.

- Substituting into

Duality in P2 : Points and lines

• In P2 , there are objects like points and lines. 

• Recall a point is defined by 3 numbers, x=(x1, x2, x3)T.

• A line is also defined by 3 numbers u=(u1, u2, u3) T such that u T x = 
0. Intuitively corresponds to the following:

Inhomogeneous coord: ax+by+c =0

Homogeneous coord:  ax+by+cz =0

• Formally there is no difference between points & lines in P2.

• Known as the principle of duality.

• A point represented by x can be thought as the set of lines through it. 
These lines are represented by u, satisfying u T x = 0.

• Inversely, a line represented by u can be thought as the set of 
points represented by x and satisfying the same equation.

• Now interpret
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Recover F from point correspondences
• If we know F, then we know the epipolar geometry. What 

does that mean?
– Given a point in the left image, we know how to map to the 

corresponding epipolar line in the right image.

– We know where the epipoles are (compute L & R epipoles using 
null(F) and null(FT) respectively). Self-reading (sect 7.3.6).

• How to recover F from a few point matches?
– Minimal 5-point algo (Nister, PAMI2004), 7-point algo, 8-point 

algo, normalized 8-point algo, nonlinear algo minimizing distance 
between point and epipolar lines, etc. 

– We focus on the classical 8-point algorithm.

• If the intrinsic parameters are known, easy to recover E 
from F :

Recover F from point correspondences

The EightPoint Algorithm:

• Write as

x l x r F 11 + x l y r F 21 + x l F 31 + 

y l x r F 12 + y l y r F 22 + y l F 32 + 

x r F 13 + y r F 23 + F 33 = 0 

• Collecting these equations for all corresponding points 
(minimum 8 pairs): A f’ = 0 ;

where f’ denotes entries of F collected in a column vector. 

• Use SVD (A=UDVT) to solve for this homogeneous linear 
system.  f’ is the column of V corresponding to the only null 
singular value (in practice, the least singular value) of A.
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• Ideal matrix F has rank 2. Noise corrupts, so rank of the 
computed F (call it     ) not 2. How to enforce singularity?

• By SVD, decompose     

• Partitioning, we get  UDVT = U’D’V’T + U” D” V”T

where  U = [U’  U”]

3

2

1

2

1
2    1

2    1
3

• By rank theorem, ideal matrix F has rank 2. i.e. D”= 3 = 0.

• U” D” V”T  due to noise only, and U’D’V’T represents best 
approximation of the ideal matrix F, with rank 2 as required.

RANSAC based on 8-point Algorithm

• How to choose the 8 corresponding pairs to determine F? 
Recall correspondence is likely to contain errors.

• The following algorithm (RANSAC) has been proven 
successful. Given a number of extracted points in two 
images: 

1. Choose at random 8 points from each image and calculate the 
essential / fundamental matrix. 

2. For each point in the first image find a corresponding point (if 
possible) on the corresponding epipolar line. 

3. Repeat from 1 until a sufficient number of correspondences 
fulfilling the epipolar constraint has been obtained. 

• It is advisable to attach a score to each match, calculated 
by correlation and use these scores to get a measure of 
the quality of each match.
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 To ensure that RANSAC works, a sufficient number of trials 
S must be tried. 

 Let p be the probability that any given correspondence is 
valid (inlier rate)

– The likelihood that all k random samples are inliers is pk  (k=5 for 
5 point algo, 8 for 8 point algo, etc.)

 Let P be the total probability of success after S trials.
– the likelihood that S such trials will all fail is 1 - P = (1 - pk)S

 Required minimum number of trials is

 See the following examples of the required number of trials S 
to attain a 99% probability of success:

RANSAC: # trials required

# trials grows 
quickly with the 
# sample points 
used.

 Thus, for each trial, the RANSAC technique counts the 
number of inliers.

 The random selection process is repeated S times, and the 
sample set with largest number of inliers is kept as the final 
solution.

 In practice, RANSAC may fail to work properly when portion 
of inliers is less than 1/3 of all matches [Lowe IJCV2004].

 RANSAC can be applied to many other problems to get a 
good set of inliers before starting an iterative non-linear 
minimization techniques.

 A series of more efficient variants to speed up the RANSAC:
– Pre-emptive RANSAC (Nister ICCV 2003)

– PROSAC (Chum and Matas CVPR 2005)

RANSAC
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Correlation matching results

• Many wrong matches (10-50%), but enough to compute F

Correspondences consistent with 
epipolar geometry
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Computed epipolar geometry

• The minimization criteria                                 has a 
distinct problem, as discussed by Zhang Zhengyou 
IJCV98, or H&Z Chapter 10, Gold Standard method.

• If you explore the “minimization of the point to epipolar 
line” criteria, which is more intuitive (has some physical 
meaning), you will see why the former criteria has a 
problem.

The Epipolar Geometry: 
Problem with linear minimization criteria
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Maximum Likelihood Estimation (= least-squares for 
Gaussian noise)

Parameterize to get unconstrained form:

Initialize: normalized 8-point, (P,P') from F, reconstruct Xi

Minimize cost over M, t,   , and depth parameter  using Levenberg-
Marquardt (preferably sparse LM, see book). Known as Bundle 
Adjustment.

x, x‘ are noisy corresponding pair

The Gold Standard Algorithm

• Compute the epipoles, and for a point (20,30) in the left image, what 
is the equation of the epipolar line in the right image?

Solution:
• For the epipoles, we compute the null(F) and null(FT). We get [-

0.6210 -0.7836 -0.0156]T, for both. This is [39.88 50.32] in the image 
coordinate system (dividing by -0.0156). Note that the epipole 
position may not be the same in general, it just happened for this 
example. Let the equation of the epipolar line au´+bv´+c=0, then

[a b c]T = F[20 30 1]T

Solving, we get 1.000u´-0.9783v´+9.3504=0.

The Epipolar Geometry: Example

• The fundamental matrix of a stereo pair is 
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• Write down the fundamental matrix for a simple parallel camera stereo 
rig. You are given baseline = tx and the two intrinsic matrices are

What does the equation                        reduce to? 

• Solution:

reduces to yr = yl , i.e. (horizontal disparity)

The Epipolar Geometry: Example

• The epipole e is the null space vector of F (exercise) such that Fe=0.

In this case:

Interpret the geometric meaning of this e = (1,0,0)T.

The Epipolar Geometry: Example
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5p
Kruppa 1913
Nister 2003

7p
R. Sturm, 1869

6p
Quan, 1994

8p
von Sanden, 1908
Longuet-Higgins, 1981

6p
Philip, 1996

2 Views 3 Views

4p
Nister, Schaffalitzky,
2004
5p
Nister, 2003

5 pt algorithm can operate on the 
smallest number of points required to 
get a finite number of solutions.

The Five-Point Algorithm: Preliminaries

and     are corresponding image points in two views and they are related by

where

(1)

(2)

(3)

F is the fundamental matrix

E has 6 degree of freedom, 3 comes from t and 3 comes from R.
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The Five-Point Algorithm

Replace              by         
Each of the five point correspondences given an equation in E

Since E has 9 parameters, with 5 equations, we can solve its 4D null 
space.

The Five-Point Algorithm

Let be the vectors that span the right null-space of the 5x9

matrix formed by stacking

Scalars x, y, z, w are only defined up to scale, and hence it is assumed that 

Solving for       is then equivalent to solving for x, y, and z.

The 2nd constraint provides 9 
equations in x, y, and z (degree 3)

These vectors 
obtained by SVD.
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The Five Point Algorithm

. denote some scalar value and [N] denote a polynomial of degree N in variable z 

The coefficients of these equations are summarized in the following table

Let
rearrange

z can be solved from            (e.g., Sturm sequence for bracketing + root polishing)  

Finally, recover R and t as usual (see slides later).

Degree 10 polynomial.

Algorithm Summary

Step 1: Nullspace Extraction to estimated the 4D null space of E 
(SVD or QR-factorization) 

Step 2: Constraint expansion det (E)=0 and

Step 3:Gauss-Jordan Elimination on 10x20 matrix A to derive entries for matrix B.

Step 4:Determinant Expansion on 3x3 matrix B to derive10th degree polynomial in 
variable z.

Step 5:Root Extraction to solve for z, and subsequently x and y.
(Sturm sequence and root polishing)

Step 6:R and t Recovery (reconstruct corresponding 3D points to choose the correct
combination)
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Implementation for 3 views
When three or more views are available, generate multiple samples of 5-point
track, for each sample perform the following:

Compute camera 
pose for the first 
view and the last 

view

Determine 
camera pose for 
remaining view
by any 3-point 

algorithm

A Compute score 
based on 

reprojection 
error

B

A: triangulate 5 correspondences and obtain 3D points

B: select the true solution from four possible solutions returned by 3-point calibrated 
perspective pose algorithm (P3P) using the remaining 2 points

Generate motion hypothesis using above scheme and perform RANSAC for robustness.

Number of Solutions

The distribution of the number of solutions hypothesis that result from 
root extraction and R-t recovery with Cheirality constraint in practice based 
on         and        random point and view configurations respectively.
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The 8, 7 and 6-point Algorithm

7 point algorithm: x = y = 0

Cubic polynomial equation in z 

6 point algorithm: x = 0 

8 point algorithm: x = y = z = 0 8 points in general position provides 8 linearly independent
constraints and solve the problem in close form

Performance Under Noise
Easy condition: Depth = 2 unit, Baseline = 0.3 unit, 

Image resolution = 352x288, Field of View = 45 Degrees

Left: sideway motion; Right: forward motion

Minimal cases, lower quartile of the error distribution is used

Sideway motion

Forward motion

Noise is s.d. in pixel
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Performance Under Noise

Sideways motion Forward motion

The following plot shows effect of increasing number of correspondences used
in least-square minimization.

The average of the error distribution is used.

5R, 7R are results obtained using method consisting of RANSAC and a robust
Bayesian cost function based on 5-point and 7-point sampling respectively.

Depth = 2, Baseline = 0.3, 352x288, Noise Std-dev = 1 Pixel, Field of View = 45 Degrees

Performance Under Noise

Default condition: Depth = 0.5, Baseline = 0.1, 352x288, Field of View = 45 Degrees

Minimal cases

100 points

Sideways motion Forward motion
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Performance at Varying Direction of Motion

Easy condition, minimal cases Default condition, minimal cases

Default condition, 50 points

Directions are given in degrees from forward direction.

Performance at Varying Magnitude of Motion

Minimal cases, sideways motion Minimal cases, forward motion

50 Points, Forward motion50 Points, Sideway motion
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Effect of Small Scene Depth

Minimal cases, sideways motion

50 points, sideways motion 50 points, forward motion

Effect of Miscalibration
The presumed focal length is given as a portion of its true value.

Depth = 2, Baseline = 0.3, Minimal case Depth = 0.5, Baseline = 0.1, Minimal case

Here are the results for sideways motions.
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Concluding remarks on 5pt algorithm
 The five-point algorithm suffers fewer types of “critical surface”. 

 For example, a arbitrary plane is not dangerous for the five-point 
algorithm; 

 When a 5-pt algorithm is used as a hypothesis-generator for 
RANSAC, its computational efficiency is much higher than 8pt 
algorithm.

 Somewhat surprisingly, the accuracy of the 5pt estimation is also 
higher than 8pt algorithm. 
 This is because the minimal solver has better exploited all available 

geometric constraints of the problem.
 The elimination sequences adopted is quite ad hoc and heuristic. 

Different sequences of elimination may lead to different computer 
programs.
 David Nister and Henrik Stewenius, Using Algebraic Geometry for 

Solving Polynomial Problems in Computer Vision, short course at ICCV-
2005.

 Five-Point Motion Estimation Made Easy, Hongdong Li and Richard 
Hartley

 An Efficient Minimal Solution for Infinitesimal Camera Motion, CVPR 
2007 (differential version)

• Why should we rectify stereo pairs?

• Ans: Although the epipolar constraint reduces 
the search from 2D to 1D, still, in general, for a 
point (u,v) in left image, the disparity is both 
there in the row and the column. I.e., (u-u’) and 
(v-v’) are not equal to 0, in general. 
Rectification ensures that the disparity along 
the column is 0.

• See the example below.

Rectification of Stereo Pairs
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Rectification of Stereo Pairs

Rectification of Stereo Pairs

P

P1’

p1

P2’

P2

R1

R1’ R2 ’

R2
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• The key idea is to make the image planes 
parallel to the line joining the camera centers 
(CC’).

• We assume that the cameras are fully 
calibrated (i.e. the internal calibration 
parameters, and (R,T) is known, where      
Pl=Ml [I 0] and Pr=Mr[R T]

Rectification of Stereo Pairs

Rectification of Stereo Pairs
1 Rotate left camera such that the image plane is parallel 

to the baseline. There are several solutions to this. One 
solution for the rotation Rl is to construct 3 vectors, e1, 
e2, e3 such that

2 .

3 The rotation matrix for right camera is Rr=RRl.
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Rectification of Stereo Pairs
• The projections in both images need to be remapped 

into the new plane.

– For a left camera point pl=[x y f]T, compute Rlpl=[x’ y’ z’].

– The coordinates of the rectified point are                           .

• Repeat the above process for the right image.

• Some implementation issue: The rectified coordinate 
value is not an integer. So, apply the rectification 
“backwards”. i.e. for a point in the new image plane, ask 
the question: “Where does it come from the old image?”

Rectification of Stereo Pairs 
without Calibration

• Knowing the F-matrix between the stereo pairs 
is good enough to rectify cameras. See the 
work by Robert et al.. (ref textbook)

• See the course website for a sample Matlab 
code that performs uncalibrated rectification, 
courtesy of Dr Sengupta.
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• Given a set of corresponding points, need to compute 3D 
coordinates. Complexity of problem depends on whether 
stereo system is calibrated.
– We study the easier case of a calibrated system (intrinsic 

parameters known) first: Calibrated reconstruction.

• Also reconstruction will only result in sparse set of 3D points

– need to fill in the gaps between feature points, eg by surface fitting. 

– Filling in requires model of 3D structure, eg piecewise planar, B-
splines, etc. 

3D Reconstruction

L R
VRML model of 
reconstructed head

Briefly, the following steps are involved:

• Identify a number (at least 8) of point correspondences

• Estimate the fundamental matrix F using the 8-point 
algorithm (for robustness, use RANSAC)

• Calculate the essential matrix E from F and the camera 
calibration matrices Ml, Mr.

• Extract the rotation and translation components from E.

• Determine the 3D point locations.

Calibrated Reconstruction
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• Essential matrix E can be determined from the F and the 
camera calibration matrices Ml, Mr :

E = Mr
T F Ml

• Determine the SVD of E:   

E = U S V T

• Rotation and translation are given by

R = U W V T or U W T V T

T = v3 or - v3

where v3 is the last column of V and W =

Calibrated Reconstruction

• The result for T is merely from the observation that the 
epipole is given by the null space of E (Textbook: sect 7.3.6, 

p156, self-reading) and the null space of E is given by v3

(property 4 of SVD: textbook p323).

• For detailed proof of the rest: see Hartley, p239 (not required). Note that in 
Hartley, the translation t  is our –RT (Hartley, p143), and thus its solution for 

“translation” t is different, given by u3 or - u3 instead. You should be able to 

derive one from the other, however. 

• Textbook p165 also gives an alternative solution for R. Not required.

Calibrated Reconstruction
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• So we have 4 possible combinations of (R , T):
(U W V T , v3), (U W V T , -v3), (U W T V T , v3), (U W T V T , -v3) 

• We can disambiguate between the solutions by choosing the 
one which corresponds to having all of the recovered points in 
front of both cameras (positive depth constraint).

Calibrated Reconstruction

The relationship between the 
rotation solutions are not so  
obvious, but it can be shown that 
(Hartley, p240) they are a twisted 
pair, ie, one can be obtained from 
the other by a rotation through 
180o about the line joining the 2 
camera centers.

Planar Structure Degeneracy

• Classical results by Longuet Higgins: when scene is a plane, there are in 
general two solutions for E when camera intrinsic parameters are known.

− Two-fold: generally resolvable by cheirality constraint (i.e. Z>0 constraint) 
unless all visible points are closer to one viewpoint than the other (in the 
second solution the plane is projectively distorted, though it is still a plane).

− Unique: baseline perpendicular to the plane

• Given the third view, the solution is unique

• When all scene points are coplanar, there are 2 solutions when solving for 
R and t in the calibrated case; the formulation of 5 point or 8 point algorithm is 
still valid though.

Not true for uncalibrated (7 & 8 point) algorithms solving for F; there is a 
continuum of solutions. They need simpler models for plane (e.g. Homography H) 
and also to decide which model to use (Torr et al., ICCV´98)
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• Given corresponding points p l and p r , and camera 
extrinsic parameters T and R, need to determine where 
rays ap l and b p r intersect, ie need to find a and b. 

Reconstruction by Triangulation 

• w.r.t. left camera frame: rays given by ap l and T + bR T p r

• In general, rays will not intersect - find closest point to 
both rays. 

• Denote rays ap l and T + bR T p r by l and r. 

• Required point P’ is then the midpoint of segment which is 
perpendicular to l and r AND joins l and r. 

• We can find the endpoints of this segment, say a o p l and 
T + b o R T p r , by solving the following system of 3 linear 
equations: 

ap l – (T + bR T p r ) + c (p l x R T p r )= 0

– ap l – (T + bR T p r ) is a segment joining l and r. 
– c (p l x R T p r ) is perpendicular to l and r.

• Choose a, b and c to make their difference = 0 therefore 
gives the required segment and hence the midpoint P’. 

Finding the Best 3D Point
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• In this case, the reconstruction is possible up 
to an unknown projective transform.

• Let  x= X. If we don’t know either  or X, we 
could always have an unknown 44 matrix H, 
such that  p’=  H-1 and Xp = HX , that will 
give the same x.

• Hence, there will be always an uncertainty up 
to a 44 matrix H in the computation of , 
when projection matrices are unknown. 

• The recovered depth Xp = HX is called 
projective depth. 

Uncalibrated reconstruction

Projective Reconstruction

Recall the case of Calibrated Reconstruction:
• x1’ x2’  F          E  R, T;  
• 1 = K[I | 0];  2 = K[R | T]
• From (x1’ =1 X; x2’ =2 X) ---- (*) 

– X can be recovered (this is Euclidean reconstruction)

Projective reconstruction will make use of (*) too.
• Can solve the above by multiplying both sides of 

equations respectively by [x1’]× and [x2’]× to eliminate 
the unknown scales 1 and 2
– The previous notion of the perpendicular segment being the 

shortest distance between 2 lines does not apply.
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Projective Reconstruction

Uncalibrated Reconstruction (K unknown)
• p Xp for any invertible H
• We cannot distinguish between camera  imaging world X 

from camera p imaging distorted world Xp.

• Given F, we perform canonical decomposition:                          
where T’ = right epipole.

• The above can be shown to be consistent with F.

•
• Using (*), we can recover HX (projective depth)

– Xp = HXe (Xe and X may differ by a Euclidean transformation: Xe
=ge X if the world reference frame is not at the left camera)

– Xp = HpHaXe= HpXa (Hp, Ha can be recovered by using scene 
knowledge)

Projective Ambiguities

• In general,     is of the following form 

• In order to preserve the choice of the first 
reference frame we can restrict some DOF of 
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Structure of the Projective Ambiguity

• 1st frame as reference 1 x’1 = 1 Xe= K 1[I | 0] Xe;

1 x’1 = 1 H-1 H Xe= 1p Xp

• Choose the projective reference frame
then ambiguity is

• can be further decomposed as

• Resolving the projective ambiguity amounts to calibration. 

Affine upgrade

• Upgrade projective structure to an affine structure

• Exploit partial scene or camera knowledge
– Vanishing points, no skew, known principal point

• Special motions
– Pure rotation, pure translation, planar motion

• Constant camera parameters (multi-view), autocalibration 
(Kruppa equations)

• All these are different types of camera calibration techniques.

Parallelism &Orthogonality
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to points with affine coordinates

i.e.

Affine upgrade using vanishing points

Maps the vanishing points (in Xp)

How to compute 

Several mature techniques to detect vanishing points exist: 
E.g. Shufelt, J. (1999). “Performance evaluation and analysis of 
vanishing point detection.” IEEE Trans PAMI, 21(3): 282-288.

Affine Upgrade

Need at least three vanishing points

3 equations, 4 unknowns (-1 scale) 
Solve for 

Set up          and update the projective
structure
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Euclidean Upgrade using vanishing points

• Vanishing points – intersections of the parallel lines

• Vanishing points of three orthogonal directions

3

• Orthogonal directions – inner product is zero

• Provide directly constraints on matrix 

• S – has 5 degrees of freedom, 3 vanishing points – 3 constraints 
(need additional assumption about K). Assume zero skew and 
aspect ratio = 1. 

• From S, perform Choleski decomposition to obtain K. S is known 
as the image of the absolute conic (more on this in later chapter). 

Example
e1=(1,0,0)
e2 = (0,1,0)
e3 = (0,0,1)

Geometric Stratification

(2a = 2eHa
-1)


